
Member Profile: Hao Li

This month’s Member Spotlight features Hao Li, CEO and
Co-Founder of Pinscreen, Inc., a startup that uses AI to build
photorealistic and autonomous virtual humans. Hao Li's first
SIGGRAPH paper was at SIGGRAPH Asia 2009 where he

published a method for non-rigid registration, called Robust
Single-View Geometry and Motion Reconstruction.

 
To learn more about Hao Li's career, favorite SIGGRAPH

memory, and biggest influences, read more below!

Read more

SIGGRAPH Asia 2022’s Technical Papers Submissions are
due this month! 

There are now two ways to submit to the Technical Papers program – As a
traditional Journal Paper like in past years, or as a shorter format Conference Paper.
The Technical Papers program has always been the anchor program and premier venue for
disseminating scholarly work in CG and Interactive Techniques. Elevate industry
standards and inspire new generations with your works! 

What are you waiting for? Start preparing your submissions today!

Submit Now!

ACM SIGGRAPH Blog

VR Experience Contributes to Environmental ‘Buzz’

Climate change, environmental protection, and sustainability are prominent topics of
concern worldwide. SIGGRAPH 2021 Talks selection “Beeing — Nature Inspired VR
Journey” is a prototype showcasing how a synchronized virtual reality (VR) experience can
add customer value to a daily commute in short distance trains, therefore encouraging more
users to take advantage of public transit. Read more to learn how “Beeing” adds to the
broader environmental conversation and what’s next for the project!

Read more

Announcements
 
Committee Chair Candidates Sought
 
ACM SIGGRAPH is seeking candidates for the position of
chair of each of the following committees
 
- Chapters
- Digital Arts
- Interactive & Immersive
- International Resources
 
To view the Committee Chair responsibilities, schedule, and
how to apply, please follow this link.

 
 
SIGGRAPH Early Career Development
Committee excited to announce new monthly
webinar series "S3 Portfolio Clinic" 
 
Join us every month as we discuss Demo Reels, best
practices, and more insightful conversations with industry
professionals!
 
Visit us at this link for more details!

ACM SIGGRAPH Events and Conferences
Visit the ACM SIGGRAPH website Upcoming Events page to view upcoming events. 
 

May 17-19, 2022 - GI 2022
June 8-11, 2022  - ETRA 2022
July 11-14, 2022 - HPG 2022
August 6, 2022 - DigiPro 2022
August 8-11, 2022 - SIGGRAPH 2022 - Submissions open!
December 6-9, 2022 - SIGGRAPH Asia 2022  - Submissions open!
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